
MAPPING SPACES AND M-CW COMPLEXESDAVID BLANCAbstract. We describe a procedure for recovering X from the space of maps fromMinto X, when M is constructed by co�bers of self-maps. This can be used to de�nean M-CW approximation functor. The case when M is a Moore space is discussed ingreater detail. 1. introductionThe concept of \homotopy groups with coe�cients", in which spheres are replaced bya Moore spaces as the representing objects, were �rst studied by Peterson in [P], and ingreater detail by Neisendorfer in his thesis ([N1]; see [N2]). Much of homotopy theory canbe redone in this spirit, with an arbitrary but �xed spaceM and its suspensions replacingthe spheres not only in the de�nition of homotopy groups, but also in that of a CW -complex, loop space, and so on. In particular, anM-CW complex is a space constructedinductively by successively attaching M-cells. This concept has been studied (undervarious names) by Bous�eld, Dror-Farjoun, and others (cf. [Bo1, Bo2, BT1, Ch, D].Some of the properties of ordinary CW complexes carry over mutatis mutandis to M-CW complexes { e.g., the Whitehead theorem { but others do not. Compare [BT2].In this note we address the question of recovering the space X from the mappingspace XM , for a special class of \self-map resolvable" spaces M (see x2.1 below), aquestion analogous to the classical one of recovering X from 
nX (x3.6). Just asfor loop spaces, one needs some additional structure on XM in order to do so. Ourprocedure for recovering X is given recursively by a sequence of homotopy colimits, inTheorem 2.13. We may also think of this procedure as another construction of an M-CW approximation functor. Our approach can be made more explicit in the case of themod pr Moore space (see Theorem 3.8).1.1. notation and conventions. T� will denote the category of pointed CW complexeswith base-point preserving maps, and by a space we shall always mean an object in T�,for which we shall use boldface letters: X, Sn. Then n-fold smash product will bedenoted X^n Def= X ^ : : : ^X. The space of (pointed) maps between X and Y will bewritten YX , rather than map�(X;Y), and the map induced by f : A ! B willbe written f# : XB ! XA. When f is the degree k map between spheres, we writesimply k : 
nX! 
nX.Let M 2 T� be some d-dimensional \model space", which we shall assume to be asuspension. We adopt the stable convention that Mr denotes �r�dM (so that Mrdoes not necessarily exist for r < d).Date: July 7, 1996.1991 Mathematics Subject Classi�cation. Primary 55P99; secondary 55Q70, 55P60, 55S37.Key words and phrases. mapping space, homotopy with coe�cients, Moore space, cellular space,M-CW complex.I would like to thank the Institute of Mathematics at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem for itshospitality during the period when this paper was written.1



2 DAVID BLANCDe�nition 1.2. The k-th homotopy group with coe�cients in M of any space X 2 T�is de�ned to be �k(X;M) Def= [Mk;X] �= �k�dXM , for k � d. We say that a mapf : X! Y in T� is anM-equivalence if f� : �t(X;M)! �t(Y;M) is an isomorphismfor all t � d { that is, if fM : XM ! YM is a weak homotopy equivalence (since Mwas assumed to be a suspension).De�nition 1.3. The class CM is de�ned to be the smallest class of spaces in T�containing M and closed under homotopy equivalences and arbitrary pointed homotopycolimits (cf. [D, Ch. 2, D.1]). If X 2 CM , we say X is an M-CW complex.Because M is a suspension, any M-CW complex may be constructed inductively,starting with a discrete space, by taking co�bers of maps from suspensions of M (see[D, Ch. 2, E.3]).De�nition 1.4. An M-CW complex X̂ equipped with an M-equivalence f : X̂! Xis called an M-CW approximation for X. Any such X̂ will be denoted by CWMX; itis unique up to homotopy equivalence, by the analogue of the Whitehead Theorem ([W,V, Thm 3.8] and [D, Ch. 2, Thm E.1]).There are a number of di�erent constructions of CWMX { see [Bo1], [CaPP], and[D, Ch. 2, B.1 & E.6].1.5. organization. In section 2 we describe a recursive procedure for recoveringX fromXM when M is \self-map resolvable" { that is, constructed by taking co�bers of self-maps. In section 3 we specialize to the case where M is a Moore space, and describeM-CW complexes explicitly. In section 4 we describe the simplicial resolution of [Stv]in our context, and discuss its relevance to the construction of mapping spaces (Remark4.14, as well as to M-CW approximations (Proposition 4.15).Acknowledgements. I would like to thank the referee for many useful comments andsuggestions. 2. Mapping spacesWe �rst consider the following question: given a space M as in x1.1, and a homotopyequivalence Y ' XM , what information regarding Y is needed in order to recoverX from it? Note that, by De�nition 1.2, we can only hope to recover X up to M-equivalence.The problem of recovering X from XM appears to be a hard one for arbitrary M,so we restrict attention to the following special case:De�nition 2.1. We say that a space V 2 T� is self-map resolvable (cf. [BT2, x2.1])if there is a sequence of spaces fV(m)gnm=�1, with V = V(n), such that for eachm � 0 there is a self-map vm : �dmV(m� 1) ! V(m � 1) with co�ber V(m). Wealways start with a (possibly localized) sphere V(�1) = Sj (or Sj(p)), and assumev0 : V(�1)! V(�1) is the degree k map (k � 2), so V(0) is the (j+1)-dimensionalmod k Moore space. For simplicity we assume that each vm is a suspension, and allspaces are simply connected �nite CW complexes.Thus each V(m) satis�es Bous�eld's n-supported J -torsion condtion (see [Bo2, x7.1])for J = fp : pjkg and some n � 1.The most useful case is when each space V(m� 1) is a p-local space of type m, andthe map vm : �dmV(m� 1) ! V(m� 1) is a vm-self-map (see [R, x1.5] or [HS, Thm.5.12]). Such spaces and maps play a central role in the de�nition of vn-periodicity.



MAPPING SPACES AND M-CW COMPLEXES 32.2. notation. To simplify the notation, for the rest of this section we �x a self-mapv : Mt+d ! Md, and denote its homotopy co�ber by V. By abuse of notation, anysuspension of v will also be denoted by v; thus r-fold composites of suspensions of vwill be written simply vr (with dimensions understood from the context). The co�berof vr : Mrt+s ! Ms will be denoted by Vrt+s+1r , and we shall write simply Vr forVrt+d+1r (so V = V1 = Vt+d+11 ). Since we want V to be a co-H-space, we shall assumethat v :Mt+d !Md is a suspension.Thus the problem at hand is that of recovering X from XV , where V is self-mapresolvable. We assume inductively that we have a suitable procedure for recoveringX (up to M-equivalence, so in particular up to V-equivalence) from XM , so in factthe inductive step, which we consider in this section, involves recovering XM (up toV-equivalence) from XV .Remark 2.3. Just as in the case of loop spaces, one needs some structure on XV , beyondits bare homotopy type (in addition to the loop structure, which comes from the factthat V is a suspension), in order to recover X. As in Stashe�'s approach to delooping,our approach is iterative; so we shall not describe in advance the full structure on XVwhich we postulate; the additional data needed at each stage in the process is given inx2.5. Of course, such data depends on the homotopy type of X, not only on that of XV .Again in analogy with the case of loop spaces, one really expects only to recoverCWVX from XV (since by de�nition the augmentation f : CWVX ! X induces ahomotopy equivalence fV : (CWVX)V ! XV ). Thus we may as well assume that Xitself is a V-CW complex to begin with. This may be restated as follows:The additional structure on Y = XV which we need for our procedure consists ofhomotopy invariants of X (see x2.5 below). However, on the face of it these need not beinvariant underV-equivalences, and choosing a di�erent space X0 which isV-equivalentto X { so that we may also view Y as (X0)V { may yield di�erent invariants, andthus di�erent constructions for recovering X0. We do not claim that our procedureworks for any such choice of X0 (and thus of the invariants), but only for the \canonical"invariants { those associated to viewing Y as (CWVX)V .2.4. co�bration sequences. The iterates of v �t into commutative diagrams, in whichboth the rows and the columns are co�bration sequences (up to homotopy):M2rt+d? vrMrt+d? irt+drV2rt+d+1r? j2rt+d+1rM2rt+d+1
-= -vr -�2rt+d+1r -= M2rt+d? v2rMd? id2rV2rt+d+12r? j2rt+d+12rM2rt+d+1

-� -idr -�2rt+d+1r -� �? �Vrt+d+1r? =Vrt+d+1r? ��
-� -jrt+d+1r -�rt+d+1r -� M2rt+d+1? vrMrt+d+1? irt+d+1rV2rt+d+2r? jrt+d+2rM2rt+d+2Figure 1Thus we have:(a) �sr = is+1r � jsr (so that �s+1r � �sr � �).(b) jsr = js2r � �sr and isr = �s+2rt+1r � is2r (so that �sr = �s+2rt+12r � �s2r � �sr).



4 DAVID BLANCRemark 2.5. Mapping the third row of Figure 1 into X yields a �bration sequence:: : :XVr �#r�! XV2r �#r�! XV 2rt+d+1r (see [W, I, 7.8]), and thus a long exact sequence: : :! �2rt+d+2(X;V) �= �1XV 2rt+d+1r ��r�! �0XVr ��r�! �0XV2r ��r�! �0XV 2rt+d+1r :Since Vr, V2r, and all the maps in Figure 1 were assumed to be suspensions, this isactually an exact sequence of groups, which may be continued to the right as a sequenceof pointed sets (cf. [Sp, 7,x2,Thm. 10]). In particular, one has a short exact sequence ofgroups: 0 ! Coker(��r )! �0XV2r ! Ker( ���r )! 0(2.6)for ��r : �2rt+d+2(X;V) ! �rt+d+1(X;V) = �0XVr and ���r : �2rt+d+1(X;V) !�rt+d(X;V) = �0XVrt+dr , where �Vrt+dr = Vrt+d+1r = Vr and ���r = �r. Notethat �0XVrt+dr is just a pointed set, but Ker( ���r ) = Im(�#r ) is a group.Thus Coker(��r ) and Ker( ���r ) determine �0XV2r = [V2rt+d+12r ;X] = [V2r;X] as aset, but since we shall also need its group structure, we must assume the extension in(2.6) is given, in addition to the homotopy class of the map �#r : XV2rt+d+1 ! XVrt+d ,as part of the additional structure needed for our recovery procedure (see x2.3)Remark 2.7. Moreover, again because Figure 1 desuspends, there is a topological groupH and a closed normal subgroup G i,! H such that the following diagram commutesup to homotopy:: : : 
rt+d+2XVr ' XV rt+d+2r -�#r XVr -�#r XV2r -�#r XVr6 ' 6 ' 6 6: : : G -i H -q H=G -Bi BGFigure 2where the rows are �bration sequences, the two left vertical maps are homotopy equiva-lences, and the two right vertical maps are inclusions of components (up to homotopy),by [M3, Prop 7.9]. Since all the components of XV2r are homotopy equivalent, wehave XV2r ' (H=G)(0) � [V2rt+d+12r ;X] ' a[V2r ;X](H=G)(0)(2.8)(as a loop space), where (H=G)(0) is the 0-component of H=G, say, and the group[V2rt+d+12r ;X] is assumed to be known, since the extension (2.6) is given as part of ourinitial data.Moreover, H=G is homotopy equivalent to the realization B(H;G; �) of the geo-metric bar construction B�(H;G; �), which is the simplicial space with Bj(H;G; �) =H�Gn � f�g (and the obvious face and codegeneracy maps { see [M3, x7]). By [D,Ch. 2, D.16] we have thus exhibited XV2r as a homotopy colimit of a diagram de�nedin terms of XVr , XVrt+d+2r , the map �#r and the extension (2.6).The co�bration sequences of Figure 1 �t into an inverse system:



MAPPING SPACES AND M-CW COMPLEXES 5: : : -v4 M4t+d -v2 M2t+d -v Mt+d? v4 ? v2 ? v: : : -= Md -= Md -= Md? i4 ? i2 ? i1: : : -�4 V4t+d+14 -�2 V2t+d+12 -�1 Vt+d+11? j4 ? j2 ? j1: : : -v4 M4t+d+1 -v2 M2t+d+1 -v Mt+d+1Figure 3and thus the �bration sequences obtained by mapping the above diagram into a �xedspace X form a directed system as follows:: : :� (v4)# XM4t+d ' 
4tXM � (v2)# 
2tXM � v# 
tXM6 (v4)# 6 (v2)# 6 v#: : : � = XM � = XM � = XM6 i#4 6 i#2 6 i#1: : : � �#4 XV4 � �#2 XV2 � �#1 XV6 j#4 6 j#2 6 j#1: : : � (v4)# 
4t+1XM � (v2)# 
2t+1XM � v# 
t+1XMFigure 4Remark 2.9. The diagram in Figure 4 can be changed up to homotopy so that all themaps �#2s are co�brations, and 
2st+1XM j#2s�! XV2s i#2s�! XM (v2s)#���! 
2stXM is a�bration sequence.De�nition 2.10. Recall from [Bo2, x1] that, given a �xed spaceW, a space X is calledW-local (or W-periodic) if XW ' ?. A map f : A ! B is called a PW -equivalenceif XB f#�! XA is a (weak) homotopy equivalence for every W-local space X. Finally,a map ' : X! ~X is a W-localization if ~X is W-local and ' is a PW -equivalence.Such localizations exist for anyW. A functorial version ofW-localization is denotedby PWX; see [D, Ch. 1, xB] and [Bo2, x2].Proposition 2.11. If X is a V-CW complex, and we setV1X Def= hocolim fXV �#1�! XV2 �#2�! XV4 : : :g;then the map i# : V1X ! XM, induced by the maps ir : XVr ! XM, is a weakhomotopy equivalence.



6 DAVID BLANCProof. Set M1X Def= hocolimf
tXM v#�! 
2tXM (v2)#���! 
4tXM (v4)#���! : : :g, and takethe colimits of each row in Figure 4 to obtain a �bration sequence
M1X j#�! V1X i#�! XM v#�!M1X:(To see this is indeed a �bration sequence, consider the colimits as unions of simplicialgroups; note that the homotopy colimits used to de�ne V1X and M1X are justordinary colimits, if we apply Remark 2.9). Now�iM1X = colim f�i(X;M) v#�! �i+t(X;M) (v2)#���! �i+2t(X;M) : : : g for i � 0(cf. [Gr, Prop. 15.9]), and the right hand side is by de�nition the i-th v-periodic homo-topy group of X, usually written v�1�i(X;M).Taking Vn�1 =M, ! = v and thus Vn = V in [Bo2, x11.3], by [Bo2, Def. 9.1 &Thm. 9.12], we have hV i � h�Wni for a suitable space Wn (see [Bo2, 10.1]), so theperiodization map X! PVX, which is a PV -equivalence, is also a Pvn -equivalence (see[Bo2, x10.2]), and thus induces an isomorphism v�1��(X;M) �= v�1��(PVX;M) = 0by [Bo2, Thm 11.5].However, since X is a V-CW complex, PVX is contractible (cf. [D, Ch. 3, Prop.B.1]). We deduce that M1X is (weakly) contractible, and so i1 : V1X ' XM .Remark 2.12. If � : XV ! V1X is the obvious map, then i1 � � ' i#1 : XV ! XM ;thus � is up to homotopy the inclusion of a closed normal subgroup, with quotientmap  : V1X! XM=XV (as in Remark 2.7 above). Now let ! : V1X=XV ! BXVdenote the classifying map of  (which, up to homotopy, is just j1). Then the followingdiagram commutes up to homotopy:XV -� V1X - V1X=XV -! BXV? = i1 ? ' ? ' ? =XV -i#1 XM -v# 
tXM -B(j#1 ) BXVBy 2.4(a) we have B(�#1 ) ' 
t� � !. This implies we can recover the columns ofFigure 3 from the spaces fXV2sg1s=0 and maps between them.We may summarize the results of this section in the followingTheorem 2.13. Suppose v : �tM !M is a suspended self-map with co�ber V, andY = XV is a mapping space; then XM is V-equivalent to the homotopy colimit ofXV ! XV2 ! : : : as in Proposition 2.11, and each XV2s+1r is a disjoint union as in(2.8), where each component is given by the homotopy colimit B(XV2sr ;
rtXV2sr ; �)(0)as in x2.7. At the s-th stage, the data needed to determine the diagrams over which wetake these homotopy colimits consists of the map �#2sr and the extension (2.6).Corollary 2.14. If V = V(n) is self-map resolvable, and Y ' XV , CWVX may berecovered from Y by a countable sequence of homotopy colimits.Proof. Since we assumed that X was a V-CW complex (x2.3), Proposition 2.11 impliesthat V1X ' XM . Since any V-CW complex is in particular an M-CW complex, thesame holds throughout the inductive application of Theorem 2.13.Remark 2.15. The procedure we de�ned above is one for recovering X (up to V-equi-valence) from XV , rather than recognizing when Y ' XV . Of course this yields



MAPPING SPACES AND M-CW COMPLEXES 7an implicit method for recognizing spaces of maps from a self-map resolvable spaceV: apply the procedure to all possible candidates for the maps �#r : 
rt+d+2Y('XV rt+d+2r )! Y(' XVr), etc., and verify that the resulting space �X satis�es �XV ' Y.In fact, one can say something about which maps b : 
rt+d+2Y ! Y could be of theform �#r (assuming Y ' XV ), by checkingb# : �i+rt+d+2(Y;V)! �i(Y;V) = �i�(rt+d+1)YV = �i�(rt+d+1)(XV ^V ):However, this is still far from an explicit recognition principle for spaces of maps fromV, comparable to those of May [M2], Cobb [Co], Smith [Sm], and others.3. Moore CW complexesWe now specialize to the simplest example of a self-map resolvable space, the d-dimensional mod pr Moore space M = Md(pr) = Sd�1 [pr ed. Throughout thissection we shall write XM(r) for the mapping space XMd(pr), and �t(X; pr) for�t(X;M) = [Mt(pr);X].In this case we can say explicitly when a space X 2 T� is of the homotopy type ofan M-CW complex:Proposition 3.1. A space X 2 T� is an Md(pr)-CW complex if and only if X is(d � 2)-connected, ��X is p-torsion, and pr � �d�1X = 0.Proof. (I) If we assume that X is an M-CW complex, then since M is a suspension,we have X = hocolimnXn, where each Xn+1 is obtained as the co�ber of a map fn :Mkn ! Xn, starting with X0 ' W2�Mk (see [D, Ch. 2, E.3]). Since ~Hi(Xn;Z) = 0for each i � d� 2 and ~Hi(Xn;Z) is a p-group for all i, the same holds for �iXn by[Sp, IX, x6, Thm 20], and thus for �iX by [BoK, XII, 5.7]. Moreover, by the Blakers-Massey Theorem (cf. [W, VII, Thm 7.12]) �d�1Xn+1 is a quotient of �d�1Xn, so it hasexponent pr by induction, and thus pr � �d�1X = 0 by [Gr, Prop. 15.9].(II) Now let X 2 T� be arbitrary: the co�bration sequence Sd�1 pr�! Sd�1 !Md(pr)then yields a long exact sequence: : :! �tX pr�! �tX! �t(X; pr)! �t�1X pr�! �t�1X! : : :(3.2)and thus a short exact sequence0! �tX 
Z=pr ! �t(X; pr)! Tor(�t�1X;Z=pr)! 0 for t > d:(3.3)(See [N2, x1] for the case t = d = 2). This short exact sequence implies that, iff : Xhd � 1i ! X is the (d� 2)-connected cover of X, then f is an M-equivalence, andthus CWM(f) : CWMXhd � 1i ! CWMX is a homotopy equivalence. Similarly, thep-localization X ! X(p) is an M-equivalence. Thus we may assume without loss ofgenerality that X is p-local and (d � 2)-connected.In [Bo2, Thm 5.2] Bous�eld shows that, for W =Md+1(pr) we have�iPWX = 8<: �iX if i < d�dX=(p-torsion) if i = d�iX 
Z[1=p] if i > d;(3.4)Thus if X is (d � 1)-connected and ��X is p-torsion (i.e., all elements are of orderswhich are powers of p) then PWX ' �. In this case [D, Ch. 3, Prop. B.3] implies thatCWMX ' X.



8 DAVID BLANCNow let � be an (abelian) p-group; then�d+s(K(�; d� 1);M) �= ~Hd�1(Md+s(pr);�) = Tor(Z=pr; �)for s = 0, and �d+s(K(�; d� 1);M) = 0 for s > 0. Thus the inclusion induces anM-equivalence K(Tor(Z=pr; �); d� 1)!K(�; d� 1).By (I) we know that ��X̂ is p-torsion for anyM-CW complex X̂. On the other hand,CWMK(�; d� 1) is a GEM (generalized Eilenberg-Mac Lane space) by [D, Ch. 5, ThmE.1], since M is a suspension and Y�M ' �. This implies that CWMK(�; d � 1) 'K(Tor(Z=pr; �); d� 1), by (3.3).Now if X is any (d � 2)-connected space with ��X p-torsion, such that pr � � = 0for � = �d�1X, and Xhdi is the (d � 1)-connected cover of X, then we have a mapof �bration sequencesFib (CWMf) -ipppppppppp	 ?h CWMX -CWMf? k CWMK(�; d� 1)?' `CWM(Xhdi) -' Xhdi -g X -f K(�; d� 1)in which ` is a homotopy equivalence, by the above. If F = Fib (h) is the homotopy�ber of h, then Fib (k) ' F, and since k (and `) are M-equivalences, so is h, so F isM-local { that is, ��(F; pr) = 0 for i � d.Moreover, by [D, Ch. 5, xE.7], F is a 2-stage Postnikov system; but since X andCWMX are (d � 2)-connected, F is (d � 3)-connected, and thus by (3.3) we have�iF = 0 for i 6= d� 1; d� 2, and �d�1F has no p-torsion. But since ��X is p-torsionby assumption, and ��CWMX is p-torsion by (I), the same is true of F, so that in factF = K(�0; d� 2) for some p-torsion group �0, which �ts into the short exact sequence0! �d�1CWMX! �d�1X! �0 ! 0.By comparing the long exact sequences (3.2) for CWMX and X, we see that�0 �= �d�1X=Tor(�d�1X;Z=pr). This completes the proof.An alternative proof of the Proposition may be obtained by using [Ch, Thm. 20.9].Note that the Proposition does not provide us with any obvious construction of aMd(pr)-CW approximation functor (but compare Bous�eld's p-cocompletion functorin [Bo2, x14.1]).Corollary 3.5. If (p; q) = 1, and we let M = Md(prqs), M0 = Md(pr), andM00 =Md(qs), then XM ' XM 0 �XM 00 and CWMX ' CWM 0X _ CWM 00X for anyX 2 T�.Proof. By [N2, Prop. 1.5] we have M ' M0 _M00, so a map is M-equivalence if andonly if it is both an M0-equivalence and an M00-equivalence. The Corollary then followsfrom the Proposition.3.6. n-fold loop spaces. To start the inductive sequence of procedures described insection 2 for recovering X from XV , we need to consider the initial case, when V =V(�1) = Sn:Recall from [M2, x4] or [BV] the little n-cubes operad Cn, which operates on anyn-fold loop space Y ' 
nX (cf. [M2, x5]); conversely, any (connected) space on whichCn operates is weakly equivalent to an n-fold loop space: in fact, May de�nes an \n-fold



MAPPING SPACES AND M-CW COMPLEXES 9classifying space" functor B(Sn; Cn;�) which recovers X from Y ' 
nX (if Y isconnected, of course { cf. [M2, Thm 13.1], and see also [Be]).Lemma 3.7. For M = Sd�1 and v = pr (and thus V = Md(pr), the mod prMoore space), the classifying space B(Sd�1; Cd�1;V1X=XVr ) (see x2.12) is a V-CWcomplex.Proof. Since �iXVr �= �d+i(X; pr), we see by (3.3) that(a) �iXVr is p-torsion for all i � 0, and(b) pr � �0XVr = 0(In fact, ��XVr has exponent pr for p > 2, by [N2, Prop. 7.1]).By considering the homtopy colimits used to de�ne them (see x2.7, Proposition 2.11,x2.12), we conclude that each of the spaces XV2r ;XV4r ; : : : , as well as V1 (which isthe colimit of XVr ! XV2r ! : : : ), and V1X=(XVr ), satis�es properties (a) and (b)above. The Lemma then follows from Proposition 3.1, since B(Sd�1; Cd�1;�) takesvalues in (d� 2)-connected spaces.When M is a Moore space, we thus obtain from Theorem 2.13 a more explicit de-scription of the procedure for recovering X from XM :Theorem 3.8. Let p be a prime, V = Md(pr) the d-dimensional mod pr Moorespace (d � 3), and Y = XVr , and assume that [V;X] = 0; then CWVX 'B(Sd�1; Cd�1;V1X), where V1X is the sequential homotopy colimit of XVr !XV2r ! : : : as in Proposition 2.11, and each XV2s+1r is the homotopy colimitB(XV2sr ;
XV2sr ; �), in the notation of x2.7.If we do not assume that [V;X] = 0, we must include the extensions (2.6) in theconstruction of XV2s+1r from XV2sr . Corollary 3.5 allows one to generalize the Theoremto the mapping space from any mod k Moore space (k � 2).4. M-CW approximationsIn a sense, Corollary 2.14 provides a way of constructing an M-CW approximationfor any space X, when M is self-map resolvable. However, this procedure is somewhatunsatisfactory, because it requires the full mapping space XM as part of the initialdata. We now show how one may construct CWMX out of simpler building blocks:4.1. the mapping cotriple. One obvious candidate for such a functorial and relativelye�cient (i.e., countable) construction for theM-CW approximation of a space is theM-analogue of Stover's construction of \simplicial resolutions by spheres": for any spaceM 2 T�, one can de�ne a functor J : T� ! T�, as in [Stv, x2], byJX = (1_i=0 _f2HomT�(�iM;X) �iMf _ 1_i=0 _F2HomT�(C�iM;X) C�iMF )= �(4.2)where for each A = �iM, the subspace @(CAF ) �= A of CAF (which is the copy ofthe cone on A indexed by F : CA ! X) is identi�ed under � with Af , the copyof A indexed by f = F j@CA. Note that JX is homotopy equivalent to a wedge ofcopies of M and its suspensions.J is clearly a comonad (cf. [M, VI, x1]) on T�, with the obvious counit " : JX! X{ namely, \evaluation" { and comultiplication � : J(X)! J2X { where �j�iMf is



10 DAVID BLANCan isomorphism onto the copy of �iM in L2X indexed by the inclusion �iMf ,! JX,for any f : �iM! X; and similarly for C�iMF .Now given X 2 T�, one may de�ne a functorial simplicial space J� = J�(X)by setting Jn = Jn+1X, with face and degeneracy maps induced by the counit andcomultiplication respectively (cf. [Go, Appendix, x3]). The counit also induces anaugmentation " : J� ! X. Moreover, if M is a suspension, then one has:Proposition 4.3. For any t � d, the augmented simplicial group �t(J�;M) "#�!�t(X;M) is acyclic { that is, �s(�t(J�;M)) = 0 for s � 1, and �0(�t(J�;M)) �=�t(X;M).Proof. Same as that of [Stv, Prop. 2.6].The realization of a simplicial space Y� (cf. [M2, x11.1]) is its homotopy colimit,denoted by kY�k, and constructed analogously to the geometric realization of a sim-plicial set. In particular, for J� = J�(X) as above we see that kJ�k is an M-CWcomplex. Recall from [BoF, Thm B.5] & [BrL, App.] that for any suitable simplicialspace Y� there is a �rst quadrant spectral sequence withE2s;t = �s(�tY�)) �s+tkY�k:(4.4)(\Suitable" includes the cases where Y� is a simplicial loop space, or where each Ynis connected). Applying the mapping space functor (�)M to Y� yields a simplicialspace YM� , and we have:Corollary 4.5. If M = �M0 is a suspension, then for any space X 2 T� we havek(J�(X)Mk ' XM.4.6. the map ". What one would really like to conclude from Proposition 4.3 is thatthe augmentation " : kJ�k ! X is an M-equivalence, and thus kJ�k ' CWMX.Unfortunately, this is not true in general:To see why, let M =Md(p) be the d-dimensional mod p Moore space, (so that eachJn is (d � 2)-connected). Let K� be the simplical Eilenberg-Mac Lane space withKn = K(�d�1Jn; d � 1), and g� : J� ! K� the obvious map of simplicial spaces madeinto a �bration, with (dimensionwise) �ber ~J� = J�hd � 1i, the (d�1)-connected coverof J�.By [A] one then has a �bration sequence k~J�k ! kJ�k kg�k��! kK�k, and thus a�bration sequence k~J�kM ! kJ�kM g�!kK�kM:(4.7)Recall from x2.4(a) that �sr = is+1r � jsr , so from the long exact sequence (3.2)we see that �n Def= �d�1Kn = �d�1(Jn) �= �d(Jn;M)=Im(�dr )#. Since the spectralsequence (4.4) for K� collapses at E2, if we set Gn = �n(�d�1K�) we see thatkK�k ' Q1n=d�1K(Gn+d�1; n) (since K� is a simplicial GEM, kK�k is a GEM, too).Moreover, for any G we have �tK(G;n)M �= ~Hn�t(M; G), and K(G;n)M is again aGEM (cf. [T, Thm. 3]), sokK�kM ' 1Yn=0(K(Gn+d�1; n)�K(Gn+d; n))(4.8)



MAPPING SPACES AND M-CW COMPLEXES 11since pr � Gn = 0 for all i (as in the proof of 3.7), and thus ~Hd�1(M; Gn) �=Hom(Z=pr; Gn) �= Gn, and ~Hd(M; Gn) �= Ext(Z=pr; Gn) �= Gn by [Sp, V, x5, Thm.3].One similarly sees that KMn 'K(�n; 0), so that again the spectral sequence for thesimplical space KM� collapses, andkKM� k ' 1Yi=d�1K(�n��; n� d + 1):(4.9)On the other hand, applying realization to the �bration sequence of simplicial spaces~JM� ! JM� ! KM� yields a �bration sequence (by [A] again), which maps into that of(4.7) by naturality: k~JM� k - kJM� k - kKM� k? ' ? � ? �k~J�kM - kJ�kM - kK�kMFigure 5The map  : k~J�kM ! k~J�kM is a weak equivalence, by [BT1, Lemma 6.1]. NowProposition 4.3 implies that the spectral sequence for JM� collapses, and thus�tkJM� k �= �0�tJM� �= �t+d(X;M):(4.10)4.11. M-�-algebras. We now show how to interpret the groups appearing in the righthand side of (4.8) and (4.9) as derived functors, which allows us to show they often donot vanish, and thus to conclude that " : kJ�k ! X is not in general anM-equivalence.De�nition 4.12. Recall that a �-algebra is an algebraic object modeled on the homo-topy groups of a space, together with the action of the primary homotopy operationson them. If we replace the spheres representing ordinary homotopy groups by a modelspace M = Md (as in x1.1), we get M-homotopy operations corresponding to eachhomotopy class � 2 �r(Mn1 _ : : : _Mnk ;M) (subject to the universal relations amongsuch operations, corresponding to compositions of maps).We then de�ne an M-�-algebra to be a graded set fXig1i=d, together with an actionof the M-homotopy operations on them. As usual, the free M-�-algebras are thoseisomorphic to �?(W�2AMr�;M) for some (possibly in�nite) wedge of model spaces.(In the case of Moore spaces, one can be more explicit { cf. [Bl2, x5.6]).The category of M-�-algebras will be denoted by M-�-Alg; since it is a category ofuniversal (graded) algebras, one has a concept of free simplicial resolutions, and thus ofleft derived functors LnT :M-�-Alg ! AbGp for any functor T :M-�-Alg ! AbGp(see [Q, I,x4] or [BS, x2.2.4] for more details).In particular, given an M-�-algebra X� = fXig1i=d, one has a functor T : M-�-Alg ! AbGp de�ned T (X�) = Xd=Imf(�dr )# : Xd+1 ! Xdg. Now Proposition 4.3shows that ��(J�;M)! ��(X;M) is a free simplicial resolution, so that �d�1(Jn) �=�d(Jn=Im(�dr )#;M) = T (��(Jn;M)), and thus Gn Def= �n(�d�1J�) = (LnT )��(X;M).Of course, we may use any resolution of ��(X;M) to calculate these derived functors.



12 DAVID BLANCLemma 4.13. Let M = Md(pr) with d � 4, p > 2, and X = K(Z; n) withn < minf2p � 4; 2d � 4g; then " : kJ�k ! X is not an M-equivalence.Proof. By (3.3), �i(X;M) = Z=pr for i = n, and 0 otherwise. Since the only M-homotopy operations in dimensions � n are the Bocksteins (�ir)# for i = d; : : : n �1 (cf. [Y]), we have �k(Mk;M) = Z=prh�ki, �k�1(Mk;M) = Z=prh(�kr )#�ki, and�t(Mk;M) = 0 for k < t < 2(p� 2).In the stable range it su�ces to �nd an ordinary chain-complex resolution A� !��(X;M) (cf. [Bl1, Lemma 6.10]), so we may choose Ai �= ��(Mn�i;M) in dimensions� n for i � n � d, with di�n�i = (�n�i+1r )#�n�i+1. Thus Gi = (LiT )��(X;M) �=�i(TA�) =Z=pr for i = n� d (and Gi = 0 for 0 � i < n � d). Thus the map � inFigure 5 cannot be an equivalence, so the �ber of �, and thus of �, is not trivial. TheLemma follows.Remark 4.14. We have shown that the simplicial space J� does not in general provide anM-CW approximation functor. Nevertheless, as long as M is a suspension, it does giveus a (relatively) explicit construction of XM as the homotopy colimit of a diagram ofcopies of spaces �iM^j)M (i; j = 0; 1; : : : ). In particular, if M is self-map resolvable,combined with Corollary 2.14 this gives a construction of CWMX from the spaces(M^j)M by a countable sequence of homotopy colimits.This is because the Hilton-Milnor Theorem (cf. [W, XI, Thm. 6.7]) shows that JMn 'Q�(Vn�i=1 �niM)M (since Jn ' W��n�M). As this is in fact a weak product, andall �nite products may be expressed as pointed homotopy colimits by [D, Ch. 2, ThmD.16], the statement follows by induction.We observe that for most Moore spaces this result can be slightly improved:Proposition 4.15. Let M =Md(k) be the d-dimensional mod k Moore space, where kis odd or 4jk. Then CWMX may be constructed by homotopy colimits as in Theorem2.13 from the simplicial space J�(X)M of x4.1, where each JMn is homotopy equivalentto a product of mapping spaces of the form (�iM)M .Proof. By [N2, Cor. 6.6] we have Mr(k) ^Ms(k) 'Mr+s�1(k) _Mr+s(k) if r; s � 3and k is odd or 4jk. Thus the Proposition follows from the above Remark, again byinduction on the dimensions. References[A] D.W. Anderson, \Fibrations and geometric realizations", Bull. AMS 84 (1978) No. 5, pp.765-788.[Be] J. Beck, \Classifying spaces for homotopy-everything H-spaces", in F. Sigrist, ed., H-Spaces- Neuchâtel 1970, Springer-Verlag Lec. Notes Math. 196, Berlin-New York 1971, pp. 54-62.[Bl1] D. Blanc, \Higher homotopy operations and the realizability of homotopy groups", Proc.Lond. Math. Soc. (3) 70 (1995), pp. 214-140.[Bl2] D. Blanc, \Homotopy operations and the obstructions to being an H-space", Manus. Math.88 (1995) No. 4, pp. 497-515.[BS] D. Blanc & C.R. Stover, \A generalized Grothendieck spectral sequence", in N. Ray & G.Walker, eds., Adams Memorial Symposium on Algebraic Topology, Vol. 1, Lond. Math. Soc.Lec. Notes Ser. 175, Cambridge U. Press, Cambridge, 1992, pp. 145-161.[BT1] D. Blanc & R.D. Thompson, \A suspension spectral sequence for vn-periodic homotopygroups", Math. Zeit. 220 (1995) No. 1, pp. 11-35.[BT2] D. Blanc & R.D. Thompson, \M -equivalences and homotopy colimits", in B. Cenkl & H.R.Miller. ed., The �Cech Centennial , Cont. Math. 81, AMS Providence, RI, 1995, pp. 27-33.[BV] J.M. Boardman & R.M. Vogt, Homotopy-everythingH-spaces. Bull. AMS 74 (1968) pp. 1117-1122.
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